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SUMMRY STATEMENT OF SIGUIF'ICAW FINDINGS i
i) The multispectral , high resolution -Photography of S 190 A
has been successfully anoli ed to the detection of. -paleoriverbeds
in flat lands: particular enhancements (ratio) are mandator y in order:'.
u reach the objective tYiugh the determination of differential
reflectivity of vegetation and of differential moisture:
The exploration cost is' of abut 1/10 if co: Lpared to the conve-
tional methods.
2) The results of SL-3 rlission were compared to those of Lar_dsat
for two regional ge-)logica.l sureevs linear structureson the
islands of Sicily and Sardinia. On Sicily , the seasonal condx4-.cns
E	 were unfavourable for Sky lab While Landsat played a major role
in discovering long, unknown lineaments of great interest 
f
or the
i
geodynamics of the area.
On Sardinia, owing to the v'egetaten type and to the geomorphic
conditions, the Skylab imagery was successfully em ployed to describe
the detailed network of linears, both regional and local.
The .results can be used to-study the relationship between linears;
actual fracturing and the occurrence of mineral derosits.
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Foreword
During the September 1973 Skylab Mission (SL--3)
S 190A multi.spectral photog:r. aphv and S 19 0B false--color
photogranhs were taken of the Islands of Sicilv and
Sardinia as well as Northern Italy.
Also some images of the MSS (S 192) were
collected over Central Italy.
However, as this area was not considered as a test site
in our program and owing to the lack of ground truth,
we did not proceed to a complete evaluation of the results.
This report therefore describe only the evaluation	 --
of the multisnectral photogranhs as illustrated in table 1.
The following chapters deal with the investigation carried
on different subjects in the selected areas.
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Study of regional ec^ °logy of Sicily: the contribution of
Skvlab imagery
a	 The regional linears and main geological features observed fit*
the satellites were compared with known structures.
According to the plate tectonics theory, Sicily is a marginal.
elementof the African plate. Only the South-Eastern Ragusan
r	 carbonatic platform seems to be an undisturbed portion of
the continental Plate while the Northern belt is a folding
system ( "napnes") Produced by overthrusting along the margin.
i'	 The central part of the island, is a subsidence area filled
4
.h	 by several krt of allochtonous material (mainly shales) of
different lithology deposited by submarine slides from the NE.
W.
G
O R`
s^'a
The phvsiogranhic subdivisions of Sicily are clearly shown
by ERTS-'E original imagery b y false-color composition
of 3 bands or, better still, by the ratio of two bands,
represented by density slicing.
On the original bands of different ERTS-1 and SKYLAB orbits
as well as on different tvp- s of treatment, many new linears
were discovered. Fiq.1A plots the faults known or hypothesized
from geological and geophysical surveys as they appear on the
official geological map (scale 1:500.000).
In Fi.g.1B the outlines observed in the satellite images were
plotted together with the Bouguer gravity anomalies.
The number of linears.corres ponds fairly well on rigid formation
exposures (Ragusan nlateau, . northern belt, Peloritani mountains)
while in the central area (Pliomioceri:c basin of Caltanisetta)
where the outcropping formations are mainly "plastic", new
linears greatly outnumber known faults.
At the same timer it can be observed that on rigid formations
i
the "continuity" of the linears`is high but the total length
is generally not very large. The linears appear as very sharp
cuts on the South Eastern plateau.
In the central basin, the appearance of linears os broader.
They often look as if ^'Ltey were produced by the correlation
of straight fragments generally of Morphological origin	 a
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(drainac[e.pattern,..outcrops of fragments of "rigid" material
as Pliocene or upper Miocene sandstones, gy psum or sulphur
nearing limestone, or even lithological contacts).
The a1igment of these fragments appears to be clear only
0
because of the synopsis potential of space images.
These remarks seem to suggest that the long lineaments in
Central Sicily, sometimes crossing the Vrno'le island, are. of
different origin from the shorter and shar per linears on
rigid formations. The latter very often correspond to actual
fracturing reaching the surface, enhanced by the alteration.
The former, given by the alignment of surface "indicators",
reflect very deen movements. his they-cross formations of
different age and of different lithology, teh_:y see to correspond
to very recent stresses.
The four rose diagrams of Pig.3 illustrate the trends of
lineaments observed in Central Sicily.
t The results of Skylab correspond fairly well to the EFTS color
composition.
A curious but as vet, unexplained feature is  the strict
corrasnondance of amain^ crossing of regional linears with
•	 h
the strong gravity minimum in Central Sicily.
This negative value is of 80 mgal even after isosta4ic correction
and corresponds very well to the center of the Plio-Miocenic
basin.
-An attempt was also made to compare linears with seismicity.
Although the epicenters, are plotted with a verb; low accuracy
{ 30 kin) their rattern sugc ::its lines of seismicity also
in NNE and NE directions rather than only along the Tyrrenian
-	 and the Ionian coasts as was generally bilieved.
?	 1 detailed.analysis of a group of lineaments in Central Sicily
`	 -	 eras. carried out using a strip of stereo pairs far comparison.
The contribution of Skylab imagery seems to be scar ce with
respect with to that made by Landsat 1 (see Fig.2) .
C. N. R.
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The season together with the solar illumination angle play
a very important role in the dia^;r^:minaticn of linear
features.
The Skylab photographs were taken in September 1973, in a
period characterized by a flat uniform res ponse of vegetation
coverage.
The improved ontical resolution of Skvlab with respect to that
one of Landsat 1 seems unable to provide additional informations
on regional linears. On the other hand the Landsat 1 passage
over Sicily of November 1973 showed a great number of linear
elements which have been successfull y correlated and interpreted.
It can be said that the presence of vegetation strongly influen-
cess the nossibility of drawing the --inears.
}	 In the right seasons, when the vegatation is green, much i.nrorma-
tions can be extracted; on the contrary when the ;vegetation
becomes dry , the dry vegetation blanks out all features.
In bare z ones the continuity of certain -;hencT}ca^ ria ind C w ti n;
the existance of faults or fractures can be observed using
only the I.R. band or the product of T.R. and red bands.
2 - Volcanic surveillance
t
The environment of Mt.Etna (Sicily) has been studied
throughout the seasons• by mean of Landsat 1 images since 1972.
But the low--resolution data were nct able to give anv uZ-a=1_7l
account of volcanic phenomena. The im proved resolution Skylab
data allowed the studv of smaller phenomena occ=:rring :!it
surface of the flanks of the large volcano in particular
around the green belt of Mediterranean vegetation surrounding
the cone.
The Skylab images taken over Sicily on September 15th 1973
aroused the interest of the Italian Remote Sensing Grou p to
investigate some areas which showed an interesting spectral
reflectance. On the false color frame the attention of the
i	 ^	 ^
'	 C. N. R.
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authors was particularly attracted by the zone where,
five months later, the phenomena had taken place (De Fiore
Mounts, Jan-Feb.	 1974)	 (F'ig.4) .
The area contrasted with the surrounding ones owing to
its low infrared reflectivit y .	 This fact suggested that
the vegetative cover could be influenced by latent volcanolo--.
gical phenomena such a those produced by low-lying magmatic
-' masses.	 The hvpothesis we would like to propose consists
in considering the vegetation as an integrator, that is, the
transfer function of the leaves. 	 In fact, small but continuous
amounts of magi€tat'Lc gases filtering through the soil, as well
as the circulation of fluids could influence, with a delay
that has vet to be ascertained, the s pectral behaviour of the
vegetation; this effect woulf-be particularly strong in the
- near I.R. region (Fig.5) .
In some cases the decrease of reflectivity in the near I.R.
1 region can be aceompained by a simultaneous increase of thermal
- I.R. radiance.
In the thermal infrared region, emitted energy depends on the
-
actual soil tem-nerature which is related to the endogenous
energy and (through the thermal inertia) to solar heating
Therefore the bare soil can show a noticeable reflectivity and
emissivity change only if a 	 clear superficial seepage exists.
Moreover the discontinuities which can be detected on the
bare soil are much better monitored by the vegetation growing
along them
	
In other words, the local change (fractures and	 a
faults, for example) would modifv the living vegetation
environment in such a manner that the discontinuit y results would
be enhanced.	 Therefore, our intention was to study the possi-
bility of using vegetation as a vulcanological and geostructural
indicator.	 The .importance of knowing the different parameters
involved.-such as the percentage of uncovered ground and the
_ types of phytoassociation, as a function of the instrumental	 j
resolution, is obvious.
' a
`i -
C. N. R.
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In July 1973 a ground truth missions was'carr:Led out on
Etna. Attention focused on the woody strip extending fro.-1 the
cultivated areas to the ones of the outochthnous vegetation
(2500 m about). Seventeen zones characterized by an unusual
snectral behaviour were accurately analized.
Of almost all these areas, the anomalous spectral response,
was justified taking into account only the phytoassociation.
A different interpretative avproach had to be introduced for the
remaining 3 areas.
-o-1-ion of February 1974The one directly involved in the eruption
aDveared to be deenlv modified by the paroxismal phenomenon.
In short; of these three -zoresseen as "anomalous" frcm the
satellite, ground observations were unable to reveal any
difference with resnect to their environment
In the same veriod an aerial survey was carried out on the
circular woody belt. Both false-color photography and t-hernial
multi6pectral Lifrarad scanning were emnloyed [1,5- 1V 1: ai.^d1
bands). The signals recorded on magnetic tan- were
rationed to emphasize the presence of targets with smaller
infrared reflectivity and hiaher tharmal emission.•
'No anoma lous areas	 l warS thus de6teed excepting for try:. one
where the eruption occureds, which was masked by ashes ana
volcanic sands.
In order to form a synoptic idea of the structural situation
of the west flank of Etna, a detailed anal y sis of line at-i--lis
was also performed on the basis of Skylab images.
The 1:25.COn scale man obtained was draun distincuishing the
lineations into three classes ranging from 0,5 to over 5 Km.
r4	 ie results ca be summarized as follows:
the maximum global densit y is circumscrib6d in the
eru-Dti,a zone
5	 it was observed that the first effusive mouth _of February
1974 opened up exactly
 
of the intersection between four
linears of the 0,5--2,5 kw class
the vegetative "anomalies" correlate very , well. with the
goon
y	 7
r	 C. N. n.
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In conclusion-we can say that the use of vegetation as a
transducer for latent volcanic activity seeds to be theoretically
'	 proven even though the ground truth was unable to confirm
our working hy p{:'Lhasia completely .
On the other hand, the possible existing relation between
the volcanic phenomena and the Lineations network has received
further proof.
i	 3 Relationshin between tectonic features and mineral 	 I
4	 y
: occurrences in northern-Eastern sardi.ni a
The Skylab photographs of September 1973 show very clearly,
even on single bands, a number of lineras of different length
and direction. The photographs <iflere tokqn in September whet",
the vegetation was at its lowest development.
In the main part of the area the crustal.line basent ent surfaces.
i	 Elsewere, there are. d7 fferent overburdings from the Sil3,iri a
metamorDhites up to the Mezozoic and the Neocene. 	 i
S
Despite the clear picture given by the single bards (especially
-	 the infrared) mane enhancement were -orerared,. This was done
mainly i.n an attemrp t i	 o
ia) to separate the nurel.v • geomorphic features from real Paul ts..
b) to distinguish regional tectonics from Local features
.c) to locate crossing and under'stad their relationship to the
i	 main li.nears An it possible, .to observe alteratlo = effects
.	
along the fry;.-cures
`	 The tratrler. is i.rclu ed i_:^e product ref- the i-ed sr,d infrarsf bands,
the "derivative" of the infrared band as well as the product
P
of l-lLa LYYC3
The product enhances all the geomorphic features while the 	 j
Ai 
	
"derivative' stresses correlation of linear elements.
This treat":ent ,clams e the largest number of clear lineations and
,
CD
	
used to produced the total field map of Fig.7.
In r.ig. 5 the man of linears obtained from the infrared nand is
shown, *chile the fx urw 8 shod+is theq	 ma n l.inears observed on
•	 .I,andsat 1 :%nage-g of Auqust 197Z . (;gho1a: Sardi.nia)
C.	 Ni.	 R..
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A goad agreement exists between the ore occurrences and
regional or local lineras, except in the direction N 20° TAT
' (the fragmentary linear) which corresponds to the oldest
._ folding trend (Caledonian).	 -;	 -
- Higher dispersion is observed in more complex geological
areas.
Sk. lab images play a fundamental part in the study.
Owing to the low resolution of Lardsat scannings, the map
,,Of linears obtained on their basis shows a noticeable
} ....''integrative effect" stressing only the lineaments.
. on the contrary, the resolution of Skylab images made it
possible to trace numerous linear elements of great imnortance
€ -An locating fault intersections (or "knots") which could be
related to the ore occurences. Two detailed test areas Caere
selected for further studies. 	 These seem to be particularly
interesting to find a clue to the correlation of linear inter-
sections. the areas of integse frymuring and Re mimeral
occurrencies.
The comparison between_ the study of linear in Sicily and Sardinia r^
leads to some considerations. At the same time cf the,year the
Skylab photggrphs #L7e. 4ho #PtApting results over Sicily
' `while over Sardinia its contribution was of great value.
This fact can be explained by considering the fact that he
linears in Sardinia are better enhanced on the bare soil thani in Sicily,	 :here _r	 the dry vegetatioa blanks out.
to a large extent any superficial indications.
a
- Paleoriyerbeds' 	 • •i
a
Within the framework of the research carried out utilizing
SM survey it was possible to detect the ancient paths of
some rivers in North Italy.
This work is a good conbination of recent technolog y and
classical nhotogeology.	 For this purpose a collaboration . was
.-'• set up between two research centers: the Istituto per lai
Geofisic•a delta Litosfera and the Laboratorio di Geologiat1
C. N. R.
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Applicata alto Studio delle vie di, camunicazione nel Settore
Alpino padana, both sponsored by the Italian National Reseal-ch
Council (C.N.R.).;
The searzh for build n-ra m,rteri.als (l,_lca the fln^,ij 'Re fiAd in
paleoriverbads) is normally a local study, performed by
geoelectrical surveys and control boreholes: we are able to
form an idea of these natural resources on a regional scaler
probably for the first time, by analizing Skylab images.
The area investigated was the Venetian plain whose ground
truth is well-known.
By means of multis pectral analysis, with analog techniques we
.discovered the paleo -bed
 
patterns .Ok
'rivers which cross the Venetian plain from North to South..Y
The techniques employed is rapid and Precise as well as economical.'
For this research ' 107e had at our disposal a complete set of
data, as well as an accurate aerial photo--interpretation
;within a programme foL sunplving building rtlaterial. 	 - =
Svnth¢sis of the collected data provided by Sic lab frames and
by enhancement techniques seems to be the right approach zor
the sale tion of -ha .vro'c? ,-^!j"il• i -^j c"Lies-iEj' on .
The data emnloved were obtained iron the cranes: taker. 'Ly th-
S 190 A multisnectral cambra, and in particular bands 42, 41;
	 a
38, 37 of Mission SL3 {September 1973).
The best results.
 for the solution of the Problem were achieved
.,synthesizir_q the following methods:	 slicing,
masking slicing, additive color svnthesis of ratios, false
color coplpgsitioj^,
The photographic technique allowed us to prepare a special
kind of band ratio: in particular we observed that by 'super-
imposing
 the 41 band positive to the 38 band negative we obtain	 I
the best description of paleoriverbed patterns. These results
were emphasized by electronic-density slicing; in other	 a
words the graphs re presenting iso^ratios are described by. the
same color on th TV monitor. In Fig. 9B a thematic man is
s	 presented in wiO ch , i --. ^.s Possible to see the hitherto unknown
"i ,^	 patt3 ns of the r.Ls nf~F. and -1kt cJ Foci C:cJr?ifn':?"r'I ^,
•
N
t •
'	 s
i
Fig.. 9A shows the known paleoriverbeds
work. With this kind of process:.rq it
.t
the continuity of a certain phenomenon
of which are already known from ground
it was possible also to plot the under{
h' h re is'on	 '`
before the present
is very 'easy to
whose some local aspects
based survevs . 
^rovnd spring line ^7ith
V er y g p c z
a	
in this case the cost--benefit ratio is very low, taking into
account the equivalent cost of a ground survev to produce the
	 f
same kind of results.
d	 A rough evaluation of remote sensing from space platform is.
already possible.
To follow the patterns of the buried channels and to'calculate the
Ala
	
gravel and sand volume . it would be necessary to establish a
network of- electrical resistivity profiles with a density of
•e
at 'least 10 horizontal soon dings Pt^ lx square MI: eme or two bC?rt:`a?e5
as-per.sauare klone t er are a sa ree e
The cost of these operations is about ' 500 per square km.
Using space imagery , the cost. of ground C g44ixoT ,ear.- T5e reAU	 - . 6 4	 tfir	 g `
'	 ^	 i '',
	 'air,:	
t	 ^.	 5	
k	
^	
F	 f	 7
5 - Crop investigations. Rice fields in
Within the framework,of: the "Aareste" Project '(European
Community preparatory phase of ERTS-B investigation) an inventory
has been made of rice cultivations using false-color Skylab
images as well as the mult:Lspsctral camera photograph of
September 3rd.
"False color ratio" has been applied using this set up:
enhancement in red)
	
green
	
i
	
I.R.	 ( enha.ncement in green)
orange
.	 i
C. N. R.
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the low orbit of Skylab offers a good opportunit y for using
conventional stereo techniques: in Sardinia, a noticeable improvement
I	 was obtained by studuinq.the linear features with this method,
owi.nq mainly te,. 
-Q\e g^tu -= :.	 arac^t^:ri stics on F. a ^:x	 rt n
area.
I
The main task of this type of enhancement is to extract the
vegetation canopy from the background.
Moreover, density slicing techniques were employed to 
di'.-scrin, i4iato beh^:men
	 '- eT	 tYpE-S Of 'fie'geta - 10A,	 t
itl	 6 Final remarks
The results of the SL-3 mission on selected sites in Italy
llead  to soz;.'.e remarks or the application of . spaceborn remote
s' . sensing:
-- 
in the field of structural geology, geometrical resolution
requirements vary according to the objective, morphology,
vegetation, rock and soil types illumination, moisture state
''of vegetation and the choice of optical season; for each
'	 ;	 #	 •,	 '	 ;...	 .' area these parameters can reduce the resolution resui.rements.
•-:	 r:.....;	 :t•.e.:,-..The multispectral.. approacn and the use of different enhancellle r-s
is useful; in Scmae cases (NE Sard.^nit )  between 20% and 3QC' of
.-additional lineaments were discovered using the product of two
.bands	 51: 1'al L^Ls^r
	
^l	 l	 il. iD'l.11^	 trc^l.il ti.W^.7	 C	 -i..o^^.^^.	 oY	 4-il ^'.^. ^:	 jJgn^ 
-'In the field of soil-type discrimination and classif icati on.
of vegetation, the multispeetral approach is mandatory.
The sut^eYior X,=snlutiorr • os Skvlab allc^.-ed special tasks tc ben • 	 -
t_ carried out, such as the discovery of small Faleoriverbeds or the
' discriminvti ont of :crops: 4her6 : fields are of very small size •
(Po delta) .	 } '	 +n.
-On the other hand, the photographs do riot pernd t a d,
approach (which is the basic method for classification) at least
with the same accuracy of ,canning dEvices.
'C. N. R. d-
.. •	
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' FIGURE CAP.P.IONS
11
_ 1• A Known or hvnothesized faults of Sicily {official
;..
ow1 Gy"^•e'alTTna	 SC	 }e 1 . SnO,nnn)	 r,	 r	 a
2 A Linears seen on ERTS-1 images and Bouguer gravity
!	 •.' anomalies	 `-
' g .	 2 Central Sicily: , linears seen on Skvlab photographs
` 3 Central Sicily: rose diagrams using: 	
r	 b	 ;'
CORG s^  Cd1;'i;^:►51t__on Qf r+RT	 bands	 J,7	 r
{ B' - product of ERTS bands 5 and 7
C - "derivative. of ERTS band .7 	 t '
D - Skvlab false color photographs
P.._..	 4 :. Lava . -lows of. Mount Etna	 (ER'RIS- i } . "	 l s.,. ^	 ,:	 _	 1
• The star indicates the location' of konte De Fiore
eruption of 1974.	
1:
5. Detailed ' Skvlab muit isnectra.l investigation on.
Monte De Fiore area:
6 North Eastern Sardinia llnears (I.R.band of Skvlab)
,.
I 7 North Eastern Sardinia linears (total field)
ro
- s } C	 .^^Y^ S :
	
-1fri-ear -5 sp-eA at ' - least im two enhasmemav^ts
CJ - dotted lines: linears seen only one enhancement
=	 4 a - Large dots	 kncmn mineral depcsits
8 : Island of Sardinia: regional linears from ERTS-•1 imagery
F (August 1972)
= .9 Princinalhvdrogeological as pects of_ Eastern Venetian plain:-
A. - as knmm before Skvlab research
L	 f40111 r ailaluggq 4reatmeArt, o g^, Skylab ..1ma,jes
3
..	
Imo.
.,•^,•
^	 ^	 e	 ,rt	
••:^	
`	
.r'^	 I•	
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SL 3 Skylab iintageries have been succesfully anTAied to
different areas of geological and environmental interest
in Italy. As far as the geoloaical research is concerned,
two nrincinal zones were considered: the first one concerns
the Venetian Plains and its livdroacolociical environment,
the second one the mornholoav and structure of Sicily.
Two areas were also considered for the environmental
studies: the Delta Po zone (North Italy) and the volcanic
province of Etna (Sicily) .
J "tiHvdroaeolocrv.- The inaaeries of Sept. 1973 taken over the
Venetian Plain have been carefull y studied, treated and
interpreted in order to extract the surficial features
of some Daleoriverbeds and the nosition and extension of
the so called "fresh water springs line
After nakina. a number of analog processina usina different
band combinations, the best performance and synontic view
of the entire phenomenon were obtained by the use of ratio
of red and oranae bands (41, 38) and by the additive synthesis
(false colour composition) of ratio and product of-the same
bands.
By using the near infrared (37) the surficial distribution
of moisture was enhanced while the vellow-green band (42)
0
Laboratorio ver la (,eofisica della Litosfera del C.N.P.
A	 Via Mario Bianco,9
20131 Milan Malv)
^FYWAL P
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crave 'interesting informations on the f3.elds pattern.
The employed indicators consisted in:
-- contour Lines of the relative rno.isture content
-- vegetative status, mainly of cultivated crops
-- distribution and orientation of cultivated fields. 	 t
The results include the discovery o:! several unknown
a
palcoriverneds or the actual pattern and continuity of
-T
the ones only partially mapped.
The economical relevance of the survey can be evaluated
in tczrns of available volume of huildinq material. and
of management of acauifers, also in order to avoid the
pollution of underground water.
P.ecrional ncol oav of Sicily The passacre of Sent.1973 has
been compared with the previous data furnished by EFTS--1
in Aua. and Nov.1972. -
Snecial care has been devoted to a lone lineament formed
by a number of large and small fractures and discontinuities,
crossing Sicilv annroxiriatel.v in N--S direction.
The comparison of the mars obtained on the basis of ERRS--1
J
and Skylab irageries and the relative treatments underlines
the main trend of the linear, ;,chile the analog technicrue
used for the enhancement indicates the best fitting of
each band to the season.
The results must be considered in the light of the potential
of satellite investigation to suggest new hypothesis and to
plan aeoloaical and aeonh-^ ,sical investigations able to confirm..
these assumptions.
In particular, the seismicity raps conl.d he better built
taking these features into account.
Volcanic sur-vaei.11ance: Toe same passage of Sent. 1 73 has
been analyzed in the framework of the studies reaarding the
forecasting
 of Daroxismal phenomena in volcanic areas.. 	
z
For this purpose a man of -fractures on the lava blanket of
Mount Etna, ranaina in lenc*ht from 100 m to 2000 ri, has been 	
!i
prepared on the basis of the false colour infrared franc.
ORIGINAL' PAGE IS
01 POOR QUALP1Y
In the same: tame a considerable of fort have been none ► to
':! k	 interpret the vegetative status as a ke y, for the cxeoche mi.stry
changes, able to detect the lateral eruptions.
Cron investi.c rations: in the crop analvsi.s we work mai.n1v
on two subjects of investiaation: (a) di sti.nction and
_ inventory,throuah the spectral si_cmaturc,or rice, nornlar
plantations, .replanted resinouswood and beer-h-traeC woods
(b) prevision of rice production by iterative observations
of rn+ltisnectral res ponse: a continuous around truth
col:l.e -^:tion was nerformed in the rice fields during
 the 1974
in order to etablish a precise correlation between the-
vegetation growth, spectral res ponse and final production.
' In this case rRTS-1 ir-acreries were also emnl.oved.
In the area of river Po delta a satisfactor y
 correlation
has been found betcrecn the official rran z of the rice fields
and the sane cultivations seen from Skylab.
The false colour image gave the best results in the nr.'e-
processing stage. During the• phase of analog
 treatment
_ __c1i.fficulties _arose _jn._separing the signature of rice from
that of alfa-alfa by means of ratio of continuous bands
V
	
	
owing to the :flatness of the..terrain, the.product has teen
suacesfulZv applied, obtaining the actual area covered b y
rice plantations.E
It seems Possible to follow the evolution syith time of the
spectral signature of rice in order. to foresee the 13ioriass,
vihich is proportional to the volume of veld one month or
earlier before the maturation time.-
	 '
BY AIR MAIL
1
CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE
LABORATORIO PER LA GEOFISICA DELLA LIT05I~ERA
	 February 12, 1975
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Fractures and lineaments of
	
I
Sicily island
Preliminary results on analog
i	 optical technicmes	 i
1t
i
Principal Investigator R. Cassinis
Written by	 A.M.Tonelli --Co-InTrestiaator
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In the framework of the studies carried out with
the aid of the Skylab images an additional topic of
investigation is the geological structure. of Sicily
outside the volcanic area.
On the occasion of the ESRO meeting held at Frascati
(Jan.28, 1974) the first results by ERTS-1 imagery
were presented (ref.: 1 ).
At the present time this interpretation is performed
by means of both ERTS--1 and Skylab imageries and by
aerial photographs of some strips in the Central
part of the Island.
While with the ERTS images, and in particular
with bands 5 and 7, probably due to the season, the
largest lineaments seem to be very well detectable,
with the Skylab photographs some difficulties arose
because of the season and the smoother responsivity
of the simple bands.
The lineaments are drawn easy enough only if
interpreted with the key of the false colour and/'or
the multispectral composition analysis. This fact
happens probably because of many different causes
describing the same structural phenomenon: fractures,
moisture content and vegetation behaviour seem to
be joint factors indicating the continuity of the
faults.
After having drawn a first thematic map "by
pencil and eye" on the false colour images, an accurate
study was carried on the stereo pairs of B & V7 aerial
photographies covering part of the area interested
by a unknown fault system crossing the island in N-S
direction.
Then the interest was pointed on a number of
-small fractures distribued over the whole Sicily.
An attempt was made, using the ERTS- 1 band 7, as
well as the infrared band of SL--B multispectral camera
I
E	 .,
"0. PER LA GEOFISICA DELLA LITO5FERA	 Foglio N .................
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1
S
s
' to recognize the averacred trend of the s ysten of
faults in the central part of Sicily (FRTS -1 -
s
i NASA Final Report - Contribution of Space Platforms
to a ground and airborne remote-sensin g
 proaramnr.e	 r
' over active italian volcanoes. Nasa Contract FO-i
0 13 ) by using the derivative function applied in
1 absolute value and plotted versus the imnaae scanning
direction.	 The result indicated as main trend of
# the central rsart of the island the *?F-PW direction.
But the influence of the scanning lines was large
in comparison with the maximum possible resolution.
.- Mi-th the Skylab images a new analog method have been
applied.
We tried to employ the maximum resolution avai-
lable in order to better discriminate the targets
J 
which lead to the whole lineament through their
distant correlation.
We applied, for each band, the negative support
on the corresponding positive, giving at the same
time a--small and co stant shift in two orthoacn al
directions.
The resulting density is given by:	 Y
d a (x,y) - d a (x + Ax, y + 4y
tloci a (X ' %F ) + `lmax^ Flocs a (x +4 x,y +21v p
log	 a ( x, 'T)
a(x +Qx,y +Qy)
where:
Amax
S	 ^^
intensity
 of band a in x,y
intensity of band a in
x+AX,y+ Ay
= contrast of the nhotoaranhic
material
_ maximum density of the
photographic material..
a (x,v)
a (x + Ax,y +A y )
d	
D-RIGINAL PAGE IS
dmax
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i
The ratio stresses out the presence of a
discontlZUity existing between the points (x,y) and
(x +A x,y + A y i.e. the "derivative" function of
	 ?
a (x,y). in both x and y directions.
r
This kind of enhancement applied to different bands
leads to a better understanding of the correlation
factors.
is
In this way discontinuities were discovered,
the longest ones mainly in NE -- SAY direction, the
shorterst along a coniugate axis.
The displacement used was just a little greater
than the resolution of the photographs microcon-cast	 =^
j
oi: the employed duplicating film.
OR G^iN PNG ^S
0^ POOR i VA ",
C. N. it.	 4
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Contribution of Space Platforms
f	 to a Ground and Airborne Remote-
'	 Sensing Programme over Active
Italian Volcanoes
_
	
	 •Hasa Contract FO -3
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in 1970 a programme in remote sensing was started
in Italy taking the geothem-al behaviour of Italian Vol-
canoe^. as a first field of investigation.
This report,which is the second version of the previous
Type III final report submitted to NASA, illustrates
the use of ERTS-1' :hnagery over the -volcanic areas of	
sus
.,'^• _ .r +»^:rs =	 m+^v:^m.»^•F—-,......^-^+o-a.-.erg.,,,.,,,—..^•.s^tNT rr£
Southern Italy. ll_ eval. uates the canpacia ty ,. of space plat- 
forms ^n the do^na3.nsof regional geology, . sQil_.and^ rac
^yPe elassificat_on"and more -enera^.^	 o stud t:	 g	 _ .._ ^^.._... ___Y --
nvi.ronment of active ,volcanoe$.:r The test--sites (Fig.1)
were selected and equipped primarily to monitor thermal
emission, but ground-truth data was also collected in
other domains (reflectance of rocks, soils and vegetation) .
The test areas were flown over with a two-channel thermal
scanner, while a thereto camera was used on the ground to
monitor the hot spots. The primary goal of this survey
was to plot the changes in thermal emission with time in
the fram-ework of a research programme of the surveillance
of active volcanoes ( see conclusions ).
Another task was an evaluation of emissivity characteri-
stics undertaken by observing the outputs of the two ther-
mal channels.
These results were compared with the reflectance distri-
bution and changes observed on multispectral ERTS-1 ima-
gery,
During the ,SKYLAA-EREP second mission (SL-3) (September
1973) a sequence was shot by the SKY.LAB photographic
___	
_.
Fogno N......3.........
•	 LAS, MR LA cEOFesIcA nattrA ^.trasFSRA	 ii
`	 77
. 	 package (S-190 A and 5-190 B); moreover, a strip was
recorded by the MSS % bands 2r7 and 11 j 
The evaluation of this data led to some comments on the
# differences between ERTS and SKYLAB data.
As only uncorrected films are available, we will not com-
ment on the MSS imagery.	 Data from the thermal channel
{ 13 ) is not yet available.
i s ;Conside
r•
ri
...•r-h•r
n
:,-n^....,.'YG+i.".r'r+..^y''.^d: T.;Rt.':T'^+M-....+rt'n. 	 n+r'	 'r-vrMl.+.»-.sw.r.S+YfaS-ssg the number of ERTS=availahe passes; thY
vrepetition rate can -be considered as good for rock-typo
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Tlogical studies, moni.toringo^„^s^a^c^r^ent&^orri snow, cov
Snd sediment transpot,
SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The problem of the control of volcanic phenomena has
! been carefully considered in our country over the last
five years.
Remote Sensing techniques in particular have been employed
by our research group over active volcanic areas due to
the "greater - possibiTity, "they Yokfer .Ki^n'the- o'bserVinq” and.""
t aihtifying of a - large area - i.n `a'7short`: t1ia0 	.
In our research we firstly considered the multispectral
method in which reflectivity characteristics of bodies are
studied; secondly the thermal I.R. scanning method by which
the distribution of surface tcAnperature is analyzed.
In this framework ERTS-1 imagery over the volcanic areas
of Southern Italy was primarily used for the evaluation of the
capcity of
	 space-platforms in the domains of regional
geology, soil and rock--type classification and; more ge-
nerally, to study the environments of active volcanoes.
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The ERTS_l data, although restricted to the visible
i. and near I.R. parts of the electromagnetic spectrum,
was considered as the forerunner of data of the same
"type to be provided by space platforms carrying mul--	 {
tispectral scanners (MSS) extended to ccover ' the ther-
mal infrared.
TECHNIQUES : ENHANCEMENT AND INTERPRETATION
PROCEDURES
The material received so far is only photographic
and the processing only analogue. We considered it
good procedure to undertake the digital approach-only
on tapes, having evaluated the potential of multispe-
ctral analysis for different objectives by analogue
treatment.
Photographic Analogue Techniques
The energy collected in different bands is registe-
red by a series of photographic layers, one for each band.
For example,.it is possible to obtain 4 black and white
negative films describing the reflection properties of
a certain surface in the blue, gr-en, red and infrared
bands.
This last band can be visualized by using a conventional
colour, so converting the infrared into visible information.
We have taken these bands utilizing three of the existing
four each time and diving to each band a code-colour, af-
ter which the three chosen colours are combined by means
of an additive projection following this expression:
(x,y) = A.a (x,y) + P.b (x, y) .+ C,c (x,y)
LAB. PER LA GEOFMICA DELLA LCPOSFERA 	 .
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where A, S and C are the weights of the selected con-
ventional colour, and a, b and c are the intensity
modulations of the different bands.
V,
	
	
Density slicing involves extracting idodensity. levels*
from the intensity Modulation i.e.
,y
UL 11
using the-constant K as the parameter.
Masking this procedure consists of the combining of
a positive photographic Layer of one band with the ne-
gative photographic layer of another band of the same
image. In this way the final result is proportional a	 °^
to the dim stribution of the logarithm of the ratio bet-• 	 ^
weep the bands.r
i	 J1
Cross density slicing: this can be illustrated by the A
solution of the following system:	 K
.	
`a (x,y)	 Ra
b (x' Y) _ Rb^
c (x.Y)	 Kc	 .
even for different values of the constants.
Masking slicing: the last technique considered can be
clarified by the solution of a system formed by the ratio
of each pair of bands:
(a,y) - xa,b
(x .Y) = Ka or
c (x 'y) " 
Kb ,, ca
This technique has been employed for the unvestigating
of the distribution and the status of the vegetation ca-
nopy at a given times as well as, by a temporal compari •
-son, its seasonal. changes.
5
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	F5	 Electronic Analogue Techniques
A sharpening technique, using a 3 band TV system,
can be applied-to enhance, the real lineaments seen
in the ERTS images.
in order to detect better the possible main structural.
• trends', a'"s ae 3 alb chi que was -developed using - band- 7,
f
	
	
e^ der3vat .ve of the original` signal. taken_ )by-,the TV
b mera^was.rectified^an avera,,edhile^^-rotat.,incLth9
,canning d^,rectia.
In this way we determined the amount of the contrast
change related to-the relative position of thb TV raster
.and of the actual lineaments. Fig, 2 represents the con-
trast averaged amplitude versus the raster relative
direction.
In the same figure, above, the area investigated in the
central part of Sicily is shown.
This device has also been used in an airborne thermal
	
rt
	
survey over the volcanoes to detect the radiance micro-
anomalies by subtraction of the background. f ft) . 3)
Oa
^W
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SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
The results regarding out two main test--sites
( eastern Sicily and the region of Naples ) are pre-
sented here separately due to the differences of en-
vironment between the Mount Etna area and the region
of Naples and also from the point of view of regional
geology, texture of soils and vegetation types.
./ a a
-	 i:. V. K.
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Southern Test Area : Mount Etna and Aeolian
Islands.
i
-^sq	 +^nca'^raThe three ase'cal oucom^?c^s:` from the passes
of 8 August and 6 and 23 November 1972 can be considered
as very good first material for a provisional evaluation
of ERTS capabilities..
The geographical regions, the main soil types, the in-
fluence of soil, type on vegetation, the main vegetation
types and.their seasonal. behaviour (only two seasons: sum-
mer and fall) can be well observed on these composite
images. New lineaments were also observed (especially
during the.fall pass), and these will be discussed later._
The seasonal effect is clear comparing the vegetation
along the coastal strip (citrus and orange trees), which
appears more vigorous in the November passes, while around
the summit of the cone the forest (pines and chestnuts }
looks weaker. Also,along the recent lava flows the effect
of the sparse brush is observed at low altitude.
A detailed analysis was made of the cone of Mount Etna.
Figure 4 is a map of relative reflectivities, taken from
the three bands of the summer pass. only the lower re--
flectivities were considered, riving a higher weight to band
7, i.e. bare lava flows.
relat^.aiis^}^ iwas~'=observed`b^twee^l^the^age -of t3ies^"`^.ava^'
-and -'the _^.r`'relative reflectivity, the:' latter becomincj higher
r'as soon as . sparse_ vegetation starts to-spring up-(lichens
wand as the suracealteraionproceeds
The seasonal reflectivity changes in lava flows are plotted
in figure 5. Between August and November, only 19% of the
area covered by recent flows exhibits changes in reflecti-
vity. This means that 81% of the area is uncovered by ve-
getation.
The same comparison was made for the whole volcanic cone,
to ascertain both the influence and enhancement power of
^^ -POOR
d	 ` 71e	 • •	 3
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seasonal vegetation'changes. Band 7 was used to obtain
the more effective contrast between inert and living
material..
MkvIs	 all available bands, passes and enhancements, the''^
contour of the volcanic cone was plotted and compared	 n
to the known maximum extent of lavas under the typical
vegation, described on the official geological map
The colour-composite image of the fall pass
proved to be the least misfitting (Fig. 6c) .
°`he`sedond'and'tnid	 s esy wa	 re	 sha p dist3 n--
ction between the same type of vegetation (orange and
citrus trees) grown on different soils.
	
South of.the
volcano, in the plain of Catania, citrus and orange plan-
tations look more "vigorous” than those along the slope
of the lavic cone.	 in the first pass, this discrizina--
tion seems to be almost indiscernable.
-ifs ana	 disc demons t atesT'tfi ' ^a ?ai^"3 y`^of ° he ' RTS T m
7es to - detect-soil-structure-through the seasonal' beha'v
1'viour- of the vegetations provided there is reasonablt
areal homogeneity of both soil. and. vegetation'
f A detailed mapping of the vegetation cover along the
slopes of Etna is presently being undertaken.
Co 2arison with the Skylab- EF_EP M-3) frames:
just considering the results o,y the vr:Jcanic environment
4
of Mount Etna (no data is available over the Naples area)
some preliminary comments can already be made:
the i iproved^'geoietxica^ ' resbilmotion`'J in: 'xe sped .Rrk.,
c1magery) leads to a successful application of masking
Cslicing (multiband photography of S 190-A) p for the dekd
ct on of - the influence of the -. soil -type-on - the    vegetatio6%
..._
	 _.	 ...,,	 ,^...	 _	 ...^..,	 ..... 	 -Of
Some small anomalies in the vegetation cover can origina-
te from the chemical influence of the underground lavas
in lateral fractures some time before forming clefts.
...
S^	
T	
+C.'R V64+	 YNi.J^^+r ^v^T ^rG 'Q•.,.^OnT^ a temporal.'-comparisorf7Vtou^c b-e wffec-^.ve ^n outlinirL-:-' ^.
`.' . PO(-)R QLJA
;i
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he growth .off ,:these anomali&s .
s-far 'a s- the"a  abili tv _ to "al scrGlvnR et` har a'v
Mows, zmultispectral_ photography doesn ° t-`-allow- a sha
` ^.st^.nat on­as does _ the one performed y ` t^S' ma e
o'-1 -color composite of 3 bands-Y.
^gThis derives. from: the lim tati.on invo2 v d n tIi 
%. ctrai rancge 'j0:5- tom- a. 9 ^Cinstead o2...0..5_tCL_ ._i 	 .
Both the S 190 A and S 190 B I.R. color frames show the
vegetation vigour and the small morphological features,
very clearly as the auxiliary volcanic cones on the slo-
pes of M6unt Etna.
t is clear' ia^; `us ng`' ie Skylab photograph  c^ tacff
;•fixes,-i.e., the I.R. color frames and the four B &'V
•ands, a lot of different information may be extract a
tin a ,inexpensiv.e gray.,'
'By using-"the" false- I-:1 . -color; as fax giv 3i'"s' arida c a ar
!composite and employing'single B V11 bands - for maskiy
C...	 .....v _ 	a-....	
-	
-- ..._._, ..._	 -	 -	
.1.
,more complete data can be collected than by ERTS imager
z_	 fat ?east-fQr-_many _object iyes,^^
In this framework the last lateral. eruption ( Feb.1974 y
offered us a new criteria for the forecasting and monito-
ring of these natural phenomena.
The hypothesis to be proposed consists in considering ve-
getation as an integrator, that is, the transfer function
• between the chemistry of the soil and the reflectivity of
the lavas. In fact sa but" continuous amounts of '•magma
plc'gases^filtering through the soil, could influence with
a delay that has yet to be ascertained, the spectral beha-.I
aviour of the vegetative canopy, this effect ,would_be pa.rti-:
ularZy strong in the near I.RR.sregion
.^
In some cases the decrease of the reflectivity in the near
I.R. region can be accompanied by a simultaneous increase
-	 of thermal I.R. radiance.
The data collected by the Skylab manned station during the
1
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SL 3 mission about five months before the paroxismal
event,were accurately analyzed.
The frames corresponding to the near Y.R. band were par-
titularly useful.
ome very interesting observations were also obtained
by the analysis of the. false colour image;_ l.i.nearlen:E
-^e'o-n.^r•""^^q.}-^'4?7..,,.
ntersec
..i Gb!!.'G'"'.J4'Jnw'ptar,ue
	
r^.rr=t3'••«..+.r.,w^-3.: .. ^.. n.-.17Eross^.r^.g.-and-^i-Sing_ over he_area._.off:tYie`future
.eruption were-disdernahle as well ''as some small `circula
areas where theeecc etati.on. canopy a sh ed a reduced , xe
flectivity:
These two observations are at present under investigation
by specialists; geologists, biologists, phitopathologists
and, last but not least, the Remote Sensing technicians'.
Main geologic lineaments in central and eastern Sicily.
Figures 7a,b show a comparison of the lineaments on the
official geological map of ,Sicily (scale 1 :500.000) and
those on the ERTS images (from all bands and enhancements).
Some lineaments indicated as uncertain can the official
map (broken lines) are clearly apparent on the ERTS images.
Unknown features are also seen, especially in the central
basin which is filled by several kilometers of "plastic'
formations (mainly allochthonous). Owing to the grett
thickness of plastic sediments, it seems unlikely that
these features correspond to the fracture lines that are
known to occur in the deep rigid basement.
The group of lineaments that seems to cut Sicily in two
( see Fig. 7h ), from the town of Licata in the south to
that of S.Stefano di Camastra on the Tyrrenian coast, runs
through different geologic provinces. They could be explai-
ned only as flexue,^ c.orrespasxc^l,nc _to aan^active fault sy--
stem separating two crustal plates. This hypothesis would
seem to justify intensive field and interpretative work,
including the use of geophysical Methods.
mom"`Ytis examplear* as erya :thawtfie  vJstlineaments
Tit I )R Q, WKIA
_.
tAtf. _rLK L^ kAr-VI'MMA MULA t1.11LWhKA-
maxi
 
6 ^ ne^co 7
gidt	 1rO-_UF6r-_Oj^e( Ragusan horst.. SE
Sicily A
_.Co r
d o, 	arespona_to_,^cltiTici -Eau
t ying on ground surmace .'-b-u--t"'which-are-"due tom
e-An-litholog!j. and eg tation_typeD(kcaundaries of
physiographic provinces).
This type of lineament could indicate a faulting system
at dqpt4 l as .
	
	'P n^n the 
--
case of the line Gulf of Gela
?of Catania (B) where several faults en echelon. 	 di-
scovered by the geophysical Surveys F are lowering east-
wards the rigid limestone rocks from a depth of 2000 m
to several thousand meters.
"0
<4
aZ.prod-iced by ikqtkVq_fau1.t;_
A photogeological investigation using stereophoto
pairs in scale 1:20.000 is being undertaken along a strip
containing the S-N lineaments in Central Sicily. The aim
of this survev is to collect information of the elements
that could explain the lineaments seen in the image.
The Skylab imagery ;especially the color,wide band pho-
tograph) is used for- the deftn:Ltion.of the- morphological,
patterns	 ver_,beds) which can be correlated to the
lineaments ( see ref. N.' 16
 - 17 -18 ).
Thermal survey of Volcanoes:
i) Mount Etna
In July 1973, Mount Etn* a and the other active Italian
volcanoes were flown over with a Daedalus 1230 two-channels
thermal scanner.
This flight was carried out also in preparation for the
Skylab, Spacelab and ERTS programmes, in view of the avai-
lability of thermal" channels during these missions.
0/6 •
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A thermal image of the summit of Mount Etna is shown
in Fig. $.
Fig. 9 , in which different values of contiguous steps
obtained from the ratio of the two channels are plotted,
can be considered as a relative emissivity map of volcanic
materials.
Comparison of this map with the reflectivity steps obser-
ved by ERTS-I is very difficult because of the scale dif-
ference.
A ground survey is in progress to try to assign the proper
significance to the observed emissivity differences.
The ratio method can, however, already be considered a good
fast tool for detailing the texture of ,volcanic materials.	 r
We also considered the ratio and the differences in the
two available lR bands. Within the small range of thermal
excursion which normally occurs outside the area of the
fumaroles we can accomplish the solution of a system for-
med by the equation:
A - B=Ki
B	 K
where A and B indicate the signals in the 3--5}4 and 8--T 1pu
i
ranges.
The solution to this system implies that we have only one
material producing the same behaviour in both the differen-
ce and the ratio simultaneously.
ii.) Aeolian archi2elago..
The results of airborne thermal survevs have been pro-
mising, especially for that of the Island of Vulcan., where
the behaviour of thermal anomalies is being followed by
means of aerial and ground observations (Fig.10).
_
	
	 The comparison between the survey of 1970 and the'latest one
Leads to some remarks on the radiating power involved in
this geothermal area.
i
i
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The radiance observed during the two flights was quanti-
fied in isoradiating steps and compared. The y indicate
the change in total-thermal emission as well as the le--
_ vels of maximum difference. 	 In this way, a "thermal
seepage drift" westwaerds (Fig.14) across the volcanic
- structure becomes very clear; we observed also a par-
I ticular level of radiance related to the maximum extent
of the migration.
We have drawn also what we call the "physiognomy" of the
thermal gradient distribution.	 The type and dynamics
I of the heat escape at the surface are probably an indi-
cation of the Stability of the volcanic system:
" Comparing bothphysiognomies Of radiance and of gradient,
with a theoretical pattern in which the heat emerges
from a cylindrical tube, we are quantifying the geome-
tric and energetic distorsion involved in the test area.
i While in the theoretical case the function describing
the temperature and the gradient distribution in a radial
direction can not exhibit any discontinuities or inflexions,
the real thermal situation leads to some anomalies.
The Physiognomy curve, together with the radiance bar*cen-
tres, points to spreading of the sources and their inte-
ractions.
The comparison between the thernal maps of Vbl.cano shows
appreciable heat radiating westwards, while fumarolisa-
tion does not at present follow the same path.	 f
The vapour. and Ras vents corresponding to the diffuse heat
have not yet changed the surface chemical structure, i.e.
diffuse heat and fumarolixation are oppositely directed.
Individual hot spots can be discriminated by subtracting
the si.c^nals of bands 3--5,x4 and 8-14,x+`, because a large	 r
thermal contrast ir*. different regions of the IR spectrum
leads to a strong difference in radiance value.
D^
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The Volcanic Area of Naples.
The first available pass (9 August) is not very ef-
fective, especially over the mainland where the relief
is smothered by cloud layers. The only clearly detecta-
ble targets are the cone of Vesuvius and the surrounding
densely populated area (bandi7).
Even for the pass of 27 August, the cloud cover., although
more concentratedr does not allow prover use of density--slicing
techniques or false colour composites. The third pass: is
the only one suitable for our targets.
However, a false-colour composite of the first pass, using
bands 5,6 and 7, was made. it is very clear that in the
dry season,-the more vigorous vegetation in the volcanic
area grows in old craters and on the northern part of Ve-
suvius (Monte Somma)-i
The results of the colour enhancement of the third pass
( 5 February 1 . 973 ) show that the vegetation around the .
cone of Vesuvius has changed remarkably, probably due to
microclimatic.effects; the vigorous vegetation of Mount
Somma (pines) has disappeared, while on the south slope
the Mediterranean pines are more reflectivei
The main aim of the survey was to discriminate between
sediments and volcanic materials. Many attempts were ma-
de using density slicing, but they were unsuccessful i.n
giving details mainly because of the masking effect of
the 'cultivated fields in the area..
The highly differentiated composition of the surface around
Naples does not allow coherent pattern. recognition.
Neverthless, try improve the possibility of signature iden-
tification, the "cross density slicing" techniques has
been applied.
Figure 12.
 shows a map derived from a density-slicing se" 	 -^
lection. Each band has been subdivided into 10 different u r^^.? ^J
. isodensity levels so that, using three bands,(10 7^combi-
nations were possible. A group of these is criven as an
example in this figure.
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The results, as far as lithological discrim.Lnation ca-
pacity in concerned, are rather disappointing, clue to
the incoherent nature of the vegetation. The ground
moisture was expected to play a major role in discri-
minating the tuffs from r=`her materials, but it seems
that,. - at least during the winter, this factor has little
influence. --.-
As regards vegetation-type discrimination, a comparison
with official maps has been made but very close coinci-
dence was not found.
,..^ ----Y-.::.--war
In conclusion, t ` appear"s`"f %a ^"iii "h r h y diversified re
Pone 'iiiibF `as the Naples area there is a need fora bet
der resolution 'and more intenszve^,coveages ~ ~
Within the framework of the already--mentioned programme*
of survaillance of active volcanoes, two airborne surveys
were carried out in April 1970 ar' July 1973. The former
was concerned only with the Phlaeyrean Fields; the Solfa-
tara crater was especially selected for investigation
by ground and airborne thermal obsex-nation. Puking the
July 1973 flight, the Solfatara survey was repeated and
the Vesuvius area was flown over for the first time.
Figure 1 3a,b show the comparison of the imagery taken
in the same band (3-5,M) during the two passes. It must
be pointed out, however, that the two sets of scanning
equipment, although having the same optical resolution,
differ	 in duality.
In figure 14 a,b the thermal images taken during the
last pass, flying at lower height and using both thermal
channels (3-5, 9--1114) are shown.
A quantitative comparison of both the geometrical and
energetic distribution of radiance is under way..
Finally, Fig.15a,b show a thermogran made at an altitu-
de of 2000 m over the cone of Vesuvius.
The rim effect is clearly visible.
'LAB. MR LA CE RSICA DELLA U WVILHA
^- Hydrological and Sedimentological Analysis
Some examples are given here of colour enhanced den-
dity slicing having as a main purpose the analysis of
river plumes. The obtained results are very impressi-
ve and in Part do not agree with the known trend of
sea currents.,
N O
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CONCLU .i IONS
Fr.r a final evaluation and summary of the results,
certain considerations must be made, viz:
- the original proposal was conceived when the inclusion
of the thermal channel in the ERTS B payload seemed
very likely; therefore, the data of ERTS-I was consi-
dered mainly in the light of a preparation towards ther-
mal analysis of active volcanism.
When it became clear that ERTS-B would be a replica of
ERTS-1, the objectives of the.investigation were shifted
towards those more suitable to the visible and near infra-
red portions of the e.m. spectrum. For this reason
the title of this report does not correspond to the pro-
posed title.
Nevertheless, the thermal investigation of the active
volcanoes was continued using airborne sensors; some re-
sults were published and are indicated in the list of
references.
- The other goals of the investigation were achieved
with a variable degree of success, depending on several
factors, the main one of which was the poor repetition
rate. This explains the reason why some geological obje-
ctivez were successfully fulfilled, while those involving
the observation of transient phenomena such as the hydro-
F
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logical and sedimentological analysis, were not so
•,
satisfactory.
The most significant results can be summarized as
_ follows:
1) A method has been suggested for the forecastinn
of the lateral eruptions of !Mount Etna, through the
muitispectral analysis of the vegetation behaviour.
This analysis was carried out mainly using the Sky-
-
lab imagery: the ERTS resolution seems to be rather
limiting for this type of investigation.
2) Unknown geological lineaments which seem to be
related to deep crustal movements have been discove-
red using the ERTS imagery and enhanced by the most
fitting treatment.
The same lineaments are not shown in the_Fhoto-
 c^raphshei	 detection .^henr^ . 5tr3ctly_connected to
the seasonal and illumination conditions.
These results demonstrate the fundamental contribution
of space imagery to the understanding of global and
regional tectonics, the image is a basic mar from
which detailed investigations are planned ( geological
and geophysical).
3)	 Results in areas other than the test sites.
Results	 in the geological field were obtained in
the study of the general structure of the Alpine ran-
ge ( ref. n.8 - 18 ) by the ERTS imagery.
In the field of official vegeta'tion classification,
ERTS-1 images were used for a preliminary study of
	 i
rice fields in Porthern Italy. 	 However the geometrical
resolution is rather low considering the size of the
fields.
	 Very good experimental results have been obtai-
ned using the Skylab_multi.spectral photographs.
N -A report  to NASA -- Houston is in_ preparation.
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4) in the field of bydrogeology and soil type discri-
mination discoveries of unknown paleoriver beds have been
made in the North-Eastern part of the Po Valley using
the multispectra_l imagery of EREP SL 3.
,.the superior .
 resolution of Skylab was a fundamental ele--
sent for -the success__.of_.the.. invest igation ( • seb ref.10
	 17 } .
FUTURE ACTIVITIES
Based on the fact that the second step of this Spa-
ce Programme (ERTS-B) was not approved by NASA, this
section will be accomplished only by the images recei-
vod, with obvious delay, from ERGS data center.
We hope to by pass this problem with the aid of the
Italian T.E.R.R.A. project already approved by NASA.
In the meantime seasonal flights are planned over the
volcanic environment in order to have repetitive co-
verages of the same areas for two specific purposes:
a) to increase the degree of accurance in the study of
volcanic behaviour in order to forecast paroxistic phe-
nomena,	 -
b) To implement the bank of available data in view of
possible utilization in the Spacelab and other ERTS or EOS
missions.
ERTS-1 IMAGES RECEIVED
The images available
February include two comp
( 8 August and 6 November
Sicily, 9 August 1972 and
area ). A further set of
eastern edge of Sicily on
from the period August 1972--
Lete passes over the test sites
1972 over eastern and central
5 February 1973 over the Naples
images was obtained for the
23 November 1972, during a
./..
;. a
}
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third pass in a contiguous orbit, one cycle after the
pass of b November (cloud cover 0%).
Other images were not employed for the investigation
because cloud cover hid the target.
It must be pointed out that the enhancement and the
comparidon'between the first and subsequent passes
was quite difficult due to the different bands recei-
ved (5,6 and 7 for • the first pass and 4,5 and 7 for
the others).
The enhancement results provided some remarks on opti-
mum band selection. Considering the problems invol-
ved in our investigation, it seems that band 5 is re-
dundant.: better discriminatioiz between the vegetation
canppy and soil can be achieved using bands which give
a maximum reflectivity contrast ( bands 4,5 and 7 ).
SKYLAB DATA
-The photographic material received so far concerns
the flights of SL 3 mission of Sept. 173.
Data are S 190A and B positive and negative prints
format 70 mm and 9,5 inches.
AERIAL IMAGES UTILIZED
a) Photographic material
Aerial photographics utilized were:
7 - black and white contact prints of the Italian
Military Gepgraphic Institute of the following
areas -- Scale 1:30.000
- Phlaegrean Fields
- Vesuvius
°- The islands of Vulcano and Lipari
- Cone of Etna ( not complete )
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^`	 b) I.R. Thermal images
$ ^- U.S.G.S.'	 4969 flights over main
Italian volcanic areas
M	 2 - National Research
3 Council 1970 flights
`	 over:	 Phlaegrean Fields
Salina, Islands of Lipari
•	 and Vulcano
3 - N.R.C. 1973
flights over-
	
	
Phlaegrean Fields
Vesuvius
Islands of Stromboli
and Vulcano
Crater of Etna
4 - M.R.C. 1974
flights over:
	
solfatara ( Phlaegrean Fields)
Vesuvius
Islands of Stromboli, Lipari
and Vulcano
Slopes of Etna and Vulcano
'r .	QUALITY OF THE IMAGES
We are now able to make the following remarks
concerning the technical aspects of the images of our
test site. (We received 70 mm transpariences and
9.•5 inch black and white positives and negatives) .
For.our type of investigation, the ability to compare
.images taken at different time is very important, and
the same is true for images recorded during the same
Feriod in different bands.
.Comparison of different passes and bands proved very
difficult because of the following possible sources of
error:
(i) There are remarkable differences between images
of different passes roue to the non-nniforrn density
of the film background. A mask was added to each
image to give a correct comparison with the next.
This error varies with irregularity throughout
images.
4 	 s
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Sincerely yours,
Roberto Cassinis, Director
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BY AIR MATS'.,
CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLS RICERCHE
s ^
ORATORIO PER LA GEOFISICA DELLA LITOSFERA
Mr. MILLER
NASA.
Lyndon B.Johnson Space Center
HOUSTON, Texas 77058
U.S.A.
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Enclosed please find the fourth
progress report on our EP.EP SL 3 an-
vestigation.
Co-Investigator
C""',
: G.M.Lechi
•
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FOURTH PROGRESS REPORT
Palen river beds detection by
.means of multisnectral images
taken from Skylab.
Principal Investigator : R. Cassinis
LAB. PER LA CFOFISICA DELLA LITOSFERA
'	 r
'	 C. N. R.
Foglio N. 	 ^..........
INTRODUCTION
This work is the result of a joint research of
the Laboratorio Per la Geofisica delta Litosfera and
the Laborator.io di Geoloaia Applicata alto Studio
delle vie di Comunicazione nel Settore Alnino Padano-
C.N.R. -- concerning-the problem of the detection of
gravely and sander areas in the Venetian Plain (Forth
of Padua) .
The choice of such topic and so well defined area
of investigation has been suggested by the existence
of a sunnly programme for building materials, as
well as a good scientific background, and a very
precise around truth.
In this area (Fig.1) there are two rivers, the Pren-
ta and the Astico; by means of multisnectral anal.vsis,
utilizinq analo g techniques, we discovered the pat-
terns.of the paleo-beds of these two rivers, by quick,
precise, and economic methods.
For this research we had at our dis posal a complete
set 6f data , and an accurate aereal photo-internretation.
The svnthesis oil the collected data given by the Sky--
_- 
3
lab frames and by the enhaneerlent techniques, seem to
be the right approach for the proposed nrohlem.
We employed the data of the S 190 A multisnectral ca-
mera, and in particular the 42, 41, 3S, 37 hands of-	 J
the SL 3 mission ( September 1973 ) .
By the use of the cross density slicing, maskin g sli-
5
cina t ratio's additive color svnthesis, false color
composition methods we achieved the best results for
the solution of the proposed problem.
in particular we observed that the masking of hands
41 and 38 in the form of ratio ,,as the best for this
n	 masking	 between 41purpose, the as ,^. a ratio be  n
	
and 37 hands ran-
kin" second.
Fogho N ..... .........
in figure 1 the in•vestiaated areas is shown; in
ficrure 2 the masking ratio 38 (that is the positi-
ve of 41 band superimposed on the ne gative of 38
band), is presented.
In f icTure 3 a thematic map is shocm, drawn follotrincr
the results of figure 2 where it is Possible to see
the unknown patterns of the Brenta's and Astico's
paled river beds.
By electronic density slicing these results were
enphasized; it was possible to plot the undLeraround
wager rising line with a very high precision.
These positive results show that the multispectral
images, treated bt ► this rethodoloav, not only aive
more continuity to the previous scattered data al-
readv known in the venetian Plain, but point out
new hyarogeological patterns.
C. N. R.
	
3
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Fig. I - The invest3Rated area
Fig. 2 - Maskxnc, ratio •9• hands
Ficy. 3 - Map of the results
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BY AIR MAIL	 PROT.N. 598 R.C./a.p.
Mr. MILLER
NASA
Lyndon B.Jchnson Space Center
HOUSTON, Texas 77058
U.S.A.
Dear Mr.Miller,
I send you the third progress report on our
investigation using the Skylab imagery. This report
deals with the finding of reflectance anomalies that
can he related to an impending lateral eruption on the
	
^••
	 slopes of Mount Etna Volcano.
	
'	 The following report 's w i ll deal with the^-
discovery of ualeoriverbeds and with the studies on
rice fields.
on the occasion I thank you for your Last
telephone call, and apologize for the rather confused
	
r	 talk.
I quite agree with your idea of organizing
an European Symposium on the EREP results and look forward
to receive from you further details.
Sincerely yours,
Professor Roberto Cassinis
3
!9
Enclosed: 'Third Progress Report Skylab
c.c.: Mr.Morrison - Nasa - 111ashington
a3
Mr.wilmarth - Nast? - 11ouston
NASA (^^I'? -- Collo e Park, Maryland
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THIRD PROGRESS REPORT
Con.tributiori of Skylab mtiL-tispectr
imagery to the remote sensing studies
of Mt ount Etna volcano.
Principal Investigator R. Cassinis
Coinves igators
	 G.M.Lechi
C. M. T^:ari n o
C	 A. M. Tonelli
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I. PITRODUCTION
ti
The problem of the volcanic surveillance and control has
been carcfully considered over the last five years.
Particular effort has been made in the development of Re-
mote Sensing Technigaes due to the greater possibility, they of-
fer in the observing and guantifyinU of a large area in a short
time.
Under this system we have tvro possibilities of carrying
out our -,analysis; firstly we will consider the multispectr al
methods in 1•;hich reflectivity characteristics of bodies are
studied; secondly th-e thermial I.F. scanning method by vri2i ch
the distribution of surface ter._perature is analysed.
While with the r.?ultispectral method v re are able to use the
vegetation canopy as an indicator, with the thermal I.R. scan-
ning system vie analyse directly the energy radiated from, the
surface wiaich is produced by internal volcanic activity.
There is a fundamental distinction to be rrade between t_'_e
two methods. ';,"_hale with the Tri.S. a short delay-time can be observe.?
between magma movement and reflecti-vity seepage at the vege-
tation canopy, iti:ith the I.R. method the delay between the cau-
se and the thermal effect is cons:L _3erab.I.: loner.
Another factor to be noted is that the I.R. method is ap-
plicable only in cases of secondary volcanic activity ( fuma.-
rolas, gas vents a.s.o. ) ar;I not in the case of open chimney
volcanoes.
C. N. R.
{	 I.Atj. PER LA CEAFISICA DELLA LITOSFE1tA
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+ Fogho N.
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2.	 ROLES OF NULTISPECTRAL A M TIIETLI'.'AL I.R.
SYSTEMS FOR THE VOLC AUIC CONTROL AND
SURVEILLANCE
The last lateral eruption of Mount Etna ( February 1 74 )
offered us a now criteria for the forecasting and monitoring
of these natural. phenomena.
The hypothesis to be proposed consists in considering
vegetation as an integrator, that is, the transfer function
between the chemistry of the soil and the reflectivity of the
leaves ( Fig.1 ). In fact shall but continuous amounts of mag-
matic gases filtering through the soil, could influence with
a delay that has yet to be ascertained, the spectral behaviour
of the vegetative canopy; this effect would be particularly
strong in the near T.R. region.
In same cases the decrease of the reflectivity in the rear
I.R. region can be accompanied by a simultaneous increase of
thermal. I.R. radiance (Fig.2).
The data collected by the Skylab maimed station during
the SL3 mission about five months before the paroxismal event,
was accurately analyzed.
The frames corresponding to the near I.R. band were par-
ticularly useful.
Some very interes vinU observations were also obtained by
the analysis of the false colour image: lineaments crossing
and intersecting over the area of the future eruption were discer-
nable as well as some small circular areas where the vegetation
canopy showed a reduced reflectivity. A false color composite u--
sing bands 31 , 32, 35 was also used for the same purl ow s (Fick . 3) : a
clear anomaly can be observed utilizing; a strong enlargement.
These two observations are at present under investigation
J
G. N. R.	 Foptio N ..............
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by specialists; geologists, biologists, phitopathologists
and, last but not least, the Remote Sensing technicians.
The multispectral -an l.ysis was followed by ground ob-
servations and by a special aerial survey. The ground-truth
collection consisted primarily in observing the local geo-
morphology, geology and characteristics of the evergreen
belt surrouuiding the slopes of Etna.
t	 our months after the eruption,In July 74, f
	 	
s an aerial
survey was carried out using, both 0-11/ and 1,5-2,,A  channels
(Fig.4).
	
Airborne false colour photography was also employed
for the same purpose of discovering the phyto-anornalies.
The path followed was that of the shape of the evergreen belt
used as a geo-volcanic indicator.
it is to be noted that the evergreen belt which is for-
med by a fairly constant phytoassociation surrounds the slo-
pes just at the altitude where civil disaster due to a pos-
sible eruption is impending, and the danger of lava outflvrrs
is a reality.
Luring the play-back phase and data p-ocessing we intro-
duced a special kind of treatment:, -that of considering the
ratio between the near I.R. reflected energy and the emitted
one.
In fact we assumed that in an anomalous area like that
of a soil affected by gas vents and covered by vegetation_,
the reflectivity in the near I.R. drops while the corrispon-
.44 emitted radiance increases, The t ' h ' th
small relative fluctuation occurring
considered above.
Some months before, curing the
`'.	 bruary '74 another aerial survey was
movision scanner mounted on board an
.L ^o enp asizes	 e, e
between the information
Bruption of M.Ftna of Fe-
carried out using a ther-
Ital.ian Navy hel.icoptor.
l
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'	 The principal task of these flights ( 7 flights were perfor-
_ !	 mad, with different light conditions } was the monitoring, of
possible new cleft; apertures in the surroundings of the erup-
tion. The thermal anomaly close to' the lava flo+rr outlined
the reduced possibility of the forecasting of volcant e erup--
•tion using only the thermal I.R. band over an active area,
such as Etna. In fact heat transfer in the volcanic mat erial
seems to be very small. The surface heat distribution is
strongly related to the thermal conductivity of the layers
i
beneath the surface and to the velocity of magma movements
inside the volcanic structure.
Thermal I.R. remote sensing techniques can be considered
for other types of volcanoes a new tool for mappin g;, descri-
bing and analyzing thermal areas, and in particular for vol—
canic surveillanoe in case of secondary volcanic activity.
,.
1
	
	 ( See: " Remote sensing tec,:;ni ,ues applie w to the study of
Italian volcanic areas: the results of the repetition of the
airborne I.R. survey compared to the previous data
Cassinis R, Marino C.M., Tonelli A.M.
Proceedings of : Ninth International Symposium on Remote Sen-
sing of Environment — Ann Arbor, Michigan -- April 1974 ).
( , 311 "';'	 i
Professor Roberto Cassinis
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1 - Test site area: Sicily
The study of the environment of Mt.Etna will
continue in the month of June with the on ground ob-
servation performed by a joint group of geologists
and vegetation patologists.
The main topic will be the comparison between
the forest surrounding the area of the last lateral
eruption of February '74 and the one in the northern
slope of the volcano, showing, by a first observa-
tion on-the images,the same drop in the near T.R.
reflectance which could be originated by the gases
escaping from the shallow underground lavas.
While this research is of maximum interest in
order to forecast the volcanic eruptions, it must
be considered in the frafhe of a wider study regar-
ding the so called " spectral indicators ".
The analysis of the vegetative canopy will ta-
ke into account respectively the anomalous seasonal
behaviour of the brush as well as of the pinus and
oak trees forming the forest belt around the large
volcanic structure. in fact, the velocity of the
metabolic change is strongly different for brush and
high trees; as far as visible and near T.R. reflectan-
ce is concerned.
2 -- Other areas
a) Delta Po area.
The pattern recognition on rice fields has been
almost completed using both false color T.R. photo-
graphy ( the original Skylab image ) and the color-ra-
tio-performance of the multispertral bands.
By the ratio method the presence of clorophyll has
been enphasized while by means of the false color com-
bination the small spectral characteristic differences
were pointed out.
C. N. R.
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	 Poglio
The comparison between the ratio of bands 42-37
and 41-38 gave the best results
b) Venetian Plain Regioh.
The patterns of some paleo, river beds have been
mapped with satisfactory results using the image' s of
S 190 A Multispectral Camera.
For this research we employed an analog TV pro-
cessing system to examine the information content of
the bands ratio.
33y applying the integrative function it was pos-
sible to follow the continuity of the patterns influen-
ced by the surficial moisture.
A
C. M. R.	 3
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IFIGURE CAPTIONS
1 - Delta of river Po.
The square corresponds to the investigated area ( see slides
2 and 3 ) .
2 -Delta of river Po ( color slide ): additive synthesis of
j	 ratio ( red)and ratio$ (green ).
The total surficial clorophyll distribution is shown.
The comparison between the original false color image and
this composite gives almost a complete description of the
vegetation canopy. The clorophyll content in coastal water
is also observed.
;
.i 	 3 - Delta of river Po (color slide) : additive synthesis of
contiguous bands ratio ( 7+ 42 ). A discrimination inside
the vegetation canopy is3$ observed.
4 - Venitian Plain Ragion; encircled is shown the investigated
area ( north of the city of Padua ).
5 - Map showing the hydrogeological knowledge ( niainly concerning
old riverbeds) in the venitian plain, before the Skylab inve-
stigation. Scale : 1:75.000.
6 - A-map of the same area ( scale 1:250.000 ) illustrating the
old riverbeds and the gravel deposits found by the means of
the analog technique of interpretation of Skylab images ( masking
slicing and ratio additive synthesis).
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